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transcosmos starts offering all-in-one CX platform Genesys Cloud CX
First use case achieved with multisite deployment for eBay
transcosmos inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President & COO: Masataka Okuda) hereby announces that the company
has started offering a cloud contact center platform, Genesys Cloud CX™ provided by Genesys Cloud Services K.K.
(Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; CEO: Paul Ito Ricci; Genesys), further increasing its range of contact center solutions.
transcosmos has been advising clients that managing multiple channels in an integrated way along with the customer
journey makes a significant difference in optimizing communication between businesses and their customers, as well as
boosting CX. With the aim of helping clients, transcosmos has always offered the right solutions tailored to the needs and
challenges of each client. The new solution, Genesys Cloud CX is an all-in-one platform that allows users to manage voice,
e-mail, chat, and social media channels seamlessly, and is also equipped with a range of self-service and quality
management features, thereby bolstering customer interactions.
Genesys Cloud CX, a leading public cloud contact center platform, designed for rapid innovation, scalability and flexibility,
also empowers transcosmos to promote multi-site operations between Japan and other countries under a single unified
platform. The platform also allows work-from-home operations, a growing need in the contact center industry and for
organizations shaping their business continuity plan (BCP) and work style.

Every year, Genesys orchestrates billions of remarkable customer experiences for organizations in more than 100 countries.
IDC ranks Genesys #1 with 13.8% market share for 2020 in the IDC Worldwide Contact Center Applications Software
Market Shares 2020 report (Doc # US48070821, July 2021). Furthermore, Genesys was placed as a Leader in the 2021
Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Contact Center as a Service (CCaS), recognized for its ability to execute and its
completeness of vision.
transcosmos has already completed the first deployment in Japan for eBay Japan (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; Managing
Director: Jahyun Koo). Ji-Hoon Park, General Manager of the SQM Office at eBay Japan LLC made the following
comments on the deployment:

“transcosmos has been serving our Qoo10 sellers with their multichannel customer support services in Japanese, Chinese
and Korean languages at its centers in Japan and South Korea. In order to further streamline our global operations, we have
been considering integrating customer relationship management (CRM) and computer telephony integration (CTI) systems.
However, each country uses different types of private branch exchange systems which require separate development for
each platform, so we were looking for a way to reduce development man-hours.
Recognizing our challenge, transcosmos proposed the deployment of one single global platform, which led us to adopt and
renew our platform using Genesys Cloud CX. The platform didn’t require separate development to integrate CRM and CTI
systems, therefore enabling a swift deployment right from the requirement definition phase, taking merely two months in fact,
and led by transcosmos team. The project originally kicked off with a goal to integrate CRM and CTI systems, yet Genesys
Cloud CX has opened our eyes on how to improve our customer experience. We’re looking forward to further expanding the
use of the platform, notably by deploying chat and additional digital channels so that we can support our customers right
away.”

As a client’s partner, transcosmos will continue to assist clients in achieving DX with our solutions that best suit each client,
and ultimately help clients boost customer loyalty and expand sales.
*Company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective
companies.
Gartner Disclaimer:
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in our research publications, and does not advise
technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications
consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims
all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.
Gartner and Magic Quadrant are registered trademarks and service marks of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and
internationally and are used herein with permission. All rights reserved.
1 Source: Gartner, "Magic Quadrant for Contact Center as a Service," by Drew Kraus, Pri Rathnayake, and Steve Blood,
published August 9, 2021. Magic Quadrant for Contact Center as a Service, North America and Magic Quadrant for Contact
Center as a Service, Western Europe. In the 2015 and 2016 Magic Quadrant reports, Genesys is listed under Interactive
Intelligence.
About transcosmos inc.
transcosmos launched its operations in 1966. Since then, we have combined superior “people” with up-to-date “technology”
to enhance the competitive strength of our clients by providing them with superior and valuable services. transcosmos currently
offers services that support clients’ business processes focusing on both sales expansion and cost optimization through our
169 bases across 28 countries/regions with a focus on Asia, while continuously pursuing Operational Excellence. Furthermore,
following the expansion of e-commerce market on the global scale, transcosmos provides a comprehensive One-Stop Global
E-Commerce Services to deliver our clients' excellent products and services to consumers in 46 countries/regions around the
globe. transcosmos aims to be the “Global Digital Transformation Partner” of our clients, supporting the clients’ transformation
by leveraging digital technology, responding to the ever-changing business environment. Visit us here https://www.transcosmos.co.jp/english/
About Genesys

Every year, Genesys orchestrates billions of remarkable customer experiences for organizations in more than 100 countries.
Through the power of our cloud, digital and AI technologies, organizations can realize Experience as a ServiceSM our vision
for empathetic customer experiences at scale. With Genesys, organizations have the power to deliver proactive, predictive,
and hyper personalized experiences to deepen their customer connection across every marketing, sales, and service moment
on any channel, while also improving employee productivity and engagement. By transforming back-office technology to a
modern revenue velocity engine Genesys enables true intimacy at scale to foster customer trust and loyalty. Visit
www.genesys.com.
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